channel, then the output goes to safe state.
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to 2oo2.
dangerous undetected failure in one channel in
System will lead to nuisance trip when there
channels. System is one fault tolerant to safe failures.

for safety to 1oo2).

-6.

avg

System will lead to nuisance trip when there
detected failure in one channel of one leg in
is a safe failure in one leg and dangerous failure in

or dangerous detected failure in another channel of
other leg. System is one fault tolerant to safe and
dangerous detected failures for availability.

dangerous failures).Hence overall the system is partly
2 fault tolerant.

-6.

Again when we analyse the calculated results, it
avg

dangerous undetected in one channel of one leg in

failures).
avg

-6

.

avg

System will lead to nuisance trips when there

similar failures in other channel. System is one fault
tolerant to safe and dangerous detected failures for
zero fault tolerant for availability. But slightly inferior
14

of magnitude.

accurately and therefore the performance is based

safety related systems.

over mechanism.
The essence of the above is captured in IEC-61508-

block, both the safety and availability has not been
to the fact that 2 channels of each leg lie in the same

components and hence more common cause failures.
and therefore there is no high level of comprehensive

higher nuisance trips than a dual system and greater
is considered as a fault tolerant system. Triplicated
system is compromise between two dual systems

standards.
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1. Wireless

Sensor

Networks

which

uses

distances.
characterized by medium to high data volume
from the plant to gain knowledge about it and to use
characterized by small to medium volume data
maintenance remotely.
from mature technologies which have been used in

down into 2 types and each has its own requirement.

b. Limited space

of other established technologies for selected

d. Various wireless networks to operate in small
area
used in the following
a) In plant monitoring for parameters like Level,
Temperature, pH etc. usually slow variables as
the current technologies restrict the network size
with respect to up-date rates.

16

runs out of stock) of Tanks which is completely

is the large distances to be covered to get data
transfers

having typical distances of 2-3 Kms range.

This is the most important step to ensure that users

the trap of thinking one Wireless Technology can be
truth.
which help to determine the right Wireless Technology

community, the preliminary feedback from users
cause of the costly sensors and the large amount
Level, Temperature, pH etc.
traps. Some users have complained about the
sensors themselves need maintenance. Similar

of ISA100.11a would be typically used in this
segment.

storage Inventory monitoring

17
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tank farms.

1) 4-20ma
versions

18

installed worldwide by the year-end 2010 are

aim of preserving the same performance of the
wired counterpart. The network uses IEEE 802.15.4

direct-sequence spread spectrum technology and

between devices, managing message routes,
and monitoring network health. The Network

network.
where dense infrastructures, the movement of

are interlocked to overcome the disadvantages.

star, mesh, and star-mesh hybrid topologies. Whether

the sensor nodes.
plant equipment.

enable secure industrial wireless sensor network
19
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compromised. Security is built in and cannot be
disabled. It is implemented with end-to-end sessions
standard hardware.
that messages are enciphered such that only the

that can reduce the need for building in and paying
for such spare capacity at the onset. In hazardous

safety incident.

20

for the customers to set up, operate, and maintain
plants. It is built upon the known and proven
mechanism to increase the reliability and range of
help to plan services and maintenance tasks.

www.pepperl-fuchs.in
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combined can yield noteworthy results.
When industrial wireless technology was introduced
into the process industry a few years ago, saving

enabling of a mobile workforce became a bigger part

Truly, as wireless technology has taken a greater hold
to manufacturers. The latest of these appears to be
the nature of wireless technology allows them to
plant operators sustain it at higher levels.
Technology impacts various components in a plant
number of measurement points. Wireless sensors
reduce the overall price point per sensor and allow
designers to include any number of sensors in
the design. This enables necessary secondary and

is categorized as a sensor input and can be harnessed
to generate automated triggers and alerts to monitor

process control or supervisory control.

by measuring inlet and discharge pressure,
22

such as rugged industrial tablets and handhelds, smart
temperature, motor current, etc.

and cold streams to detect fouling.
taking pictures or recording videos and uploading

volume, etc.) at the discharge point.

etc.
These mobile digital tools have the capability to take

process.

making training and skill-building tools accessible

decision support systems, knowledge management

usually consume large volumes of data generated
by sensors as well as from manual entries. They

prefer such systems to be hosted in a virtualized
and cloud environment so they are accessible via

needs. Changes can be accommodated without
requiring complete re-planning and the systems
can be scaled incrementally without requiring
large capital.

remain subject to security and privacy policies of the

at least twice as fast to install as the equivalent
the agenda by management, wireless technology
manpower.

access and can be deployed on a variety of devices,

industry standards, which many vendors support
and build products for them.
23
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cost savings, and providing customers with long-term

ever challenging market.

24

typically every 10-15 years. In last few decades it has
evolved from 3-15 psi to 4-20ma electronics to 4-20mA

cable trays and associated accessories

the beginning of 21st century made WirelessHart the

as IEC62591.

Smart Wireless Oil and Gas users have been able to

wellhead to the control room. The process and storage

25
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also allow an operator to predict problems before they
occur which will reduce maintenance costs, minimize
and availability. Wireless is also scalable and easily
easily accomplished.
automated monitoring, but due to cost barriers,

The WirelessHart standard meets diverse user needs

maintained locally or remotely.

measurements include monitoring casing pressure,

measurements include pressure, temperature and

wireless.
Studies have shown that 40% - 60% of oil and gas

the well and wellpad areas include tank pressure,
To date, WirelessHart devices have over one billion

pipeline pressure and temperature monitoring, oil
enhanced oil recovery.

26

management of assets minimizes dangerous and

sands, shale oil, and coal-toliquid gas, will require new

developed which allow you to monitor parameters
reach 25 percent by 2013.
past.

New devices include sand monitors, erosion

With no let-up in global energy demand and an

Group, the demand for petroleum products will

27
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The frequency and magnitude of lightning strikes in the
Structures and

terminals, down conductors, etc.

the primary lightning strike and induced transient

the problems of grounding, bonding and shielding

of the primary current strike to the earth ground.
maintaining low-impedance grounding and bonding
of

are in use by various countries and agencies around

against Lightning.”

28

power and control lines to radiated and conducted
coupled conducted interference is addressed by the

coupled secondary radiated interference is addressed
by the use of shielding, where possible, of power and
control lines. The shield on all shielded lines must be
All secondary and control structure frames must be

primary cause of failures for power and control circuits
during a lightning strike. This conducted interference

system and subsystem level. The energy required to

therefore, the amount of required
the power handling capability of
the component.

the bonding, shielding and

to the lightning strike

29
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now use a triggered spark-gap design, which provides
strikes, and
levels lowered by two layers of shielding. This is similar

The zone where the threat is due to

subjected to full lightning surge current.
The zone where a direct hit is not possible,
A zone where a direct hit is not possible and
the surge current is limited by current sharing and by

associated with lightning test current peak values in

gap, the gas discharge tube is environmentally sealed,

being protected varies greatly and ranges from motors,
generators, etc., to control circuitry containing ICs and

lightning current peak values in the range of 25-40 kA
the range of 400 V. When compared to the other two

peak values.
used to shunt high-current magnitude pulses to

of components is associated with the highest lightning
test current peak values, typically 100 kA.It has a high

30

used to protect signal line
electronic components in

power line electronic components
seen in Table 2, the performance

at T1 or T2 interfaces.
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environment is shown in
inductances at
of the motor control center and is used to protect
equipment inside the motor control center from
conducted interference due to lightning strikes and
current surges.

wire used to connect

of the two cables
In general, increasing the distance between the
the cables run in parallel, and increasing the diameter

32

lightning monitoring system, if equipped with remote

outages.
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computer control for processes. These semiconductor
Lightning is the most fatal uncontrolled source of
This paper provides an over view of surge, its

sources like lightning are uncontrolled which have
caused plant shutdowns and hence pose a great risk.

electric equipment for process control. Semiconductor
circuits are more prone to failure due to the stress
caused by a surge. Hence there is a need to use

loss of revenue due to process shutdown, loss of life
and property.
connected load. The dividing line between surge and
transient is fuzzy. Surges are slow, prolonged and with
very high total energy. They are caused by lightning

The two most common technologies used for surge

Transients are very fast but with low total energy. They
are mainly associated with Emergency Shutdown of

which have high impedance when no surge is present.

surge and transient are terms used interchangeably.
“clamping” type components. The common voltage
Surges and Transients are caused due to sudden
release of large amounts of energy stored in the

34

can be used in parallel to increase voltage handling
capacity. However they have high capacitance. This

They clamp the transient voltage to a very small
residual voltage. Though manufacturers combine

measure.
Voltage Switching components are shunt connected
present. They have a sudden change in impedance to
a very low valve in response to surge voltage. They
Common voltage switching component is Gas

in the product datasheet are - Voltage drop across
the surge protector, load side surge withstanding

method should be given.
Choice of type of surge protector to be used should
be based on the environment in which the protector
protector. The environment may be controlled which
is inside a building or enclosure or uncontrolled which
is out in the open. The parameters of surge protector

working an instrument.

upto 10kA peak. They are slow to conduct. In some
transients have ended.

inadequately protected equipment versus no repair
costs of adequately protected equipment, probability
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prevalent in the region which found the level is above
done as per IEC 61643-22 and Keraunic number above

lightning are subject to higher stress by downward

Threaded
120Vac, 60Hz, 1
phase
Threaded
powered
the average number of days per year when thunder
can be heard in a given area, and the likelihood
thereby of a thunderstorm. The keraunic number

Threaded
powered
Threaded

maps.They collect data from both ground-based and
satellite lightning detectors
Lightning and lightning induced surges can cause

lightning prone areas. Areas with Keraunic level above

Antapaccay is a plant located at Cusco, south east
Gas and other industries in such regions should
A study was conducted to establish Keraunic levels
36

comprehensive lightning hazard report of plant site to
assess the hazards of lightning and lightning induced

plant and Copper Concentrator plant.

Nakul Gupta
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most important factors for the Oil and Gas industry.
Electronic systems are of vital important.
and control technology, the reliability of these

Lightning is a natural phenomenon which takes place
Earth and the Clouds. The discharge of energy when
opposite Ions come enough closer to each other takes
place in the form of lightning strike which carries huge
amount of current to the tune of 200 KA. In electrical

Tall structures, trees, metal parts, open land and
the high requirements on safety in the hazardous
strikes.
interference is created and it can damage the

The damages of lightning can be as hazardous as

following technologies.

services.
Tube for discharging surges.
38

Lightning Impulse Current Generator up to 200 KA at
grounding.
KA.

systems.
plant electronic devices and control system is major

of surge to ground is achieved by the use of surge
Control system input terminals.

Concept described in IEC 62305 should be applied. A
62305 is most important part.

equipment’s for pipelines.

network.

Lightning, Internal Surge, Earthing) and safety
equipment.

bridges etc.

worldwide.
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in the commercial and industrial world. Some of it is

40

points, Wireless tetra system etc.,

room for decision making. This case in discussion
b. Total cost

e. Security
of access point.

architecture.

h. Convenient

network.

b. Speed are much slower than wired

with tag threshold parameter update on auto

f. Limited Spectrum

Wireless

devices

communicate

through

radio

without network or peripheral cabling. Wireless
systems include local area networks, personal
networks, cell phones, and devices such as wireless
headphones, microphones, and other devices that
Audio, Video.
devices such as remote controls, cordless computer
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headsets, all of which require a direct line of sight
a. IEEE 802.11 a b g n
Two standards for wireless technologies can be
discussed. One is the IEEE 802.11 group of standards
for WLANs, which were developed by a voluntary

b. IEEE 802.16 a
c. IEC 61508
Interference

The Bluetooth standard, which was developed by a

management plans
management IEEE computer society document

business phones, and with computers using shortAs wireless technology evolves, new devices are
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